Hahanarudaichi Adventurer’s Guide
Welcome to the world of Hahanarudaichi! A vast world lies ready and waiting for
adventurers.

Hahanarudaichi (Mother Earth)
Hahanarudaichi, Haha for short, is one of two planets that hold the title, “third planet”
from the burning orb, Taiyō (sun). Her dark sister planet, Kōri (Ice), mirrors her orbit.
Hahanarudaichi consists of two continents, each on opposite sides of her globe, Siksika
and Ailartsua.
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Ailartsua
Ailartsua is the larger of Hahanarudaichi’s two continents. It is also where the events in
“The Hoarfrost Invasion” take place.

Geography

Ailartsua is 2500 miles at its tallest stretch and 2100 miles at its widest stretch.
Ailartsua is separated into six regions: Sélaw, Ainamsat, West Ailartsua, East Ailartsua, The
Northern Stretch, and The Southern Stretch.
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Sélaw
This is the region where the campaign, “The Hoarfrost Invasion,” begins. Sélaw is located
in the southern region of Ailartsua and is the main bastion of Humans. Representatives of
all races are fairly common here with the exception of Dragonborn and Tiefling; both of
which border on myths to most folk. Monarchy: King Byron III. Human Capital City: Deep
Harbor. Yendis is Sélaw’s second largest city.
Ainamsat
Located in the southwestern region of Ailartsua. It is the main bastion of Elves and
Halflings. The Island, Ainamsat Isle, is populated by Elves and fey alone. The mainland is a
where the Elves deal and interact with other races. Elf Capital City: Traboh, although most
non-Elf races believe it to be Shannondale as the Ainamsat Isle remains aloof from the
mainland. Halfling Capital City: Lily Shire.
West Ailartsua
Located in the western region of Ailartsua. It is the main bastion of Dwarves (highest
population in mountains and older forests) and Gnomes (coast, younger forests and hills.)
Dwarf Capital City: Gal Dorul. Gnome Capital City: Hispip.
East Ailartsua
Located in the eastern region of Ailartsua. It is the main bastion of Tieflings, who reside
mostly along the coast. It is the wild and unruly frontier filled with beasts, bandits, and
monsters of all kinds. Many of The Halted races are found here as well. Tiefling Capitol City:
Gameros.
Northern Stretch
Located in the northern region of Ailartsua. It is the main bastion of Dragonborn.
Virtually no signs of The Halted are found here and very few Humans or Halflings either.
Dragonborn Capital City: Dracovum.
Southern Stretch
Located in the southeastern region of Ailartsua. It is the main bastion of The Halted.

Player Races
The First Born:
Dragonborn, Dwarf, Elf, Gnome, Halfling, and Tiefling.
Humans often replace “First Born” with: The Original Races, The Originals, or The
Original Six.
The New Born:
Humans.
Primarily The First Born uses the term “New Born”, Humans rarely identify themselves
with this term.
The Seven Races (The Seven):
Dragonborn, Dwarf, Elf, Gnome, Half-Elf*, Half-Orc*, Halfling, Human, and Tiefling.
Primarily humans use the term “The Seven” as members of “The First Born” don’t
include the Humans, seeing them as “The New Born”.
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*Half-Elf and Half-Orc are not considered their own race. Individuals of these races tend
to be placed with the race they closest resemble physically. Depending on the region, they
are placed somewhere between an anomaly and an abomination.
The Outliers:
Aasimar, Firbolg, Goliath, Kenku, Lizardfolk, Tabaxi, and Triton.
Interactions between races:
All races mentioned above, for the most part, accept and tolerate each other with little to
no bias. General racial opinions of note:
v Many Elves, particularly those isolated on the Elven island of Ainamsat, view
themselves as superior to other races, often thinking of humans a slight grade above
the Halted. This possibly deserved superiority aside; Elves still tend to treat other
races with respect.
v Although Elves and Dwarves have a mutual respect for each other’s craftsmanship,
many Dwarves feel there is little skill put forth by elves in their forging as it is
guided more by magic than by muscle. Dwarves are particularly off put when Elvish
architecture is lauded by others, especially if equal credit is not given to their
functional superior and perfectly constructed edifices.
v In Sélaw and the Southern Stretch, Dragonborn and Tieflings are almost things of
myth, as they are almost never seen there. Dragonborn are usually met with awe
and Tieflings with fear.
v Dragonborn have a long-lasting relationship with the Gnomes. The serious, stoic,
and driven Dragonborn are drawn, mostly out of curiosity, to the spastic, emotive,
lighthearted Gnomes.
v Outliers are rare in all areas.
o Tabaxi are almost never seen outside the coastal areas of Ainamsat and
Sélaw and are generally met with curiosity.
o Lizardfolk are almost never seen outside the coastal areas of the Southern
Stretch and are generally met with fear.
o Aasimar only in the Northern Stretch. Met with Awe.
o Firbolg and Goliath tend mostly to West Ailartsua. Met with nervous
curiousity.
o Kenku settlements, though rare, can be found anywhere in Ailartsua. Met
with great mistrust.
o Triton settlements, though rare, can be found just off any coast of Ailartsua.
Met with awe and great curiosity.

Other Races
The Halted (a.k.a., The Base, Green Skins, Greenies, Backwater Ones, The Vile, The
Depraved, etc.):
Most humanoids that aren’t included in the races listed above: Bugbears, Gnolls,
Goblins, Hobgoblins, Kobolds, Ogres, Orcs, Sahuagin, etc.
These races tend to have violence and warlike tendencies as part of their core beings.
Unlike the Player Races, the years have not diluted or diminished the bloodlust in these
races in the slightest.
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The Ancients:
Celestial, Dimensional, or Planer beings with exceptionally close ties to The Ju (See
Religion section below). This includes; Angels, Demons, Devils, etc. Some regions include
other beings of great power and longevity in this category, for example; Dragons, Titans,
Kami, Oni, some Giants, etc.
Most Dragons of Hahanarudaichi leave their nests at a young age to travel the planes in a
quest of knowledge and treasures, never to return. Those that stay defend their territories
with unparalleled ferocity.

History

Humans are still in their infancy from Hahanarudaichi’s standpoint. Humans have only
had traditional cities, education and commerce for a thousand years or so. The older races
are still trying to find a comfortable arrangement with their new siblings.

Origin of the Races

What follows is a brief overview of the origin and history for the major races of
Hahanarudaichi.
When some of the major races came into existence on Hahanarudaichi:
v
v
v
v
v
v

Elves and Dwarves 500,000 years ago
Gnomes and Halflings 400,000 years ago
Dragonborn 350,000 years ago
Tiefling 200,000 years ago
Humans 4000 years ago
Many races came in through with the Fey 500,000 years ago and battled and evolved into
many of the races known as The Halted. Some of The Halted were the result of The
Experimental Age; born of Elfish and Tiefling magic and experimentations.

Origin of Dwarfs: Starting 600,000 years ago, for a period of 100,000 years
Hahanarudaichi created Dwarven broods at her core. These broods consisted of Dwarven
nymphs that would slowly journey to her surface through strength and wit. Over the span
of 100,000 years these nymphs slowly transformed as they journeyed to Hahanarudaichi’s
surface; metamorphosed into their current forms. Hence, their very close bond with the
earth.
Origin of the Elves: They entered Hahanarudaichi through the fey 500,000 years ago,
just as the Dwarves were emerging from the earth.
Origin of Gnomes: Having created the stoic and sturdy Dwarves to clear a path to her
surface, Hahanarudaichi then created the more lighthearted Gnome broods at her core. The
Gnome nymphs used many of the Dwarven paths to Hahanarudaichi’s surface where, at the
end of their journey, they were metamorphosed into their current forms.
Origin of the Halflings: Halflings are the results of early dark Elves magical
experimentations on Gnomes and Dwarfs.
Origin of Dragonborn: Dragons, extra-planer beings that inhabited Hahanarudaichi
1,500,000 years ago, were slow to study the newly arrived Elves, Dwarves, Gnomes, and
Halflings. Once the Dragons eventually took note of the practical benefits of the humanoid
form in non-magical feats of engineering and crafting, they created the Dragonborn as their
working class.
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Origin of Tieflings: Tieflings entered Hahanarudaichi through a rift not too dissimilar
from the one Yukinba Hoarfrost used in “The Hoarfrost Invasion”. The extra-planer rift
was between the world of “The Forgotten Realms” and this one. Some were escaping
persecution; others were seeking a new world to conquer. Whichever the reason, neither
group succeeded in attaining their goals. The latter found the current denizens far too
powerful to conquer and, due to their many failed wars, the former are still looked upon
with mistrust and apprehension.
Origin of the Humans: Tieflings, wanting to build an unstoppable army, were
experimenting on Orcs in an attempt to remove any and all traces of kindness, benevolence,
or any quality of being humane. The experiment instead had the opposite result, creating
instead the Human Race. Humans were worked and abused as slaves to The Tieflings for
thousands of years. Eventually the Tieflings cast the humans into the deserts to die, but the
newly formed race proved tenacious and survived. Over the centuries humans migrated
out of the deserts of East Ailartsua, cutting a swath through the Halted in the Southern
stretch and forming the region that is now Sélaw.

Languages

Each race has their own language, for example The First Born have; Draconic, Dwarfish,
Elfish, Gnomish, Halfling, and Infernal. Before the birth of humans The First Born Races
used a base “Common” language when communicating with each other for trade and
treaties. When humans arrived they took Common as their own. Due to their proclivity for
exploration, trade, and lust, Humans seem to have had the most, influence on, and
interaction with, the other races. Due to this, all other races learn to speak the “Common”
language. This includes many of The Halted races that still trade with The Seven Races.
Common colloquialisms:
Salutations:
v When meeting someone in your home, hosting an event, or in any friendly
gathering; people give a quick tight kiss followed with a hug lasting two quick
pats on the back.
v When meeting a stranger outside the places listed above, it is common to clasp
right forearms and gently rest left hands on each other’s right shoulders; showing
both hands are weapon free. If complete strangers or maybe reason for distrust
exist, it is common to raise sleeves to elbows displaying bottom of forearms
before continuing with traditional greeting.
v It is common for strangers when passing to bow heads slightly as they greet each
other.
v Common: “Well met!” “Good morrow!” “Good day!” “Hail peoples!”
v “I am your servant.” “Your humble servant.” “I bow to you.”
v “We welcome you with open hearts and hearths.” “With open hearts.”
v “I see you.” With the common response being, “I see you too.” (This is a way of
saying they recognize you are of the material world, e.g. not an undead or Yōkai.)
Goodbyes:
v To a single person: “May your Spirit guide you.”
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v To a group: “May the Spirits guide you.” (When plural, most races say “Spirits”
rather than “Ju” as Ju is used when speaking of all 10 Spirits together. Within
close-knit groups you might hear someone reference the person’s individual Ju,
e.g. “May San guide you.”)
o More formal: “May the Spirits travel ever at your side.”
o Other versions: “Spirits be with you.” “Spirits protect you.” “Spirits guide
you.” “Spirits save ye.”
v “Live another day.” “Until next.” “Go in peace.” “Good journey.” “And now we’re
finished.” “Be well.”
Miscellaneous:
v Spirit gift (miracle)
v “I’ll [some action] in a mayfly.” For example, “I’ll have that done in a mayfly!”
(Referencing the short lifespan of a mayfly.)
v Bellytimber. (Food)
v “She’s got a touch of the Yōkai.” “He’s Yōkai touched.” “Tis luck or Yōkai.” (Used to
describe someone who is having a streak of bad luck. Can also be used to describe
a cursed or haunted item.)
v “Yōkai touched” in the game of Skulls is considered the lucky player, “cursing” the
other players, allowing him/her to win ties. (See Games section below)

Games
Dice:
Skulls (Skulls & Shields in some areas):
The game consists of ten dice and a Skull Token. They can be anywhere from cheap dice and a rock
for the Skull token wrapped in cloth, to lavish carved dice and a skull carved gemstone placed in a
gilded redwood box.
Rules:

1. Cough it up: Players put in ante (usually 10 gp).
2. The Hurl: Each player throws 10 dice. Whoever gets the most Skulls receives the
Skull token and becomes the “Yōkai Touched”. If highest roll is tied, ties reroll
until there is a winner.
3. The Rattle: Players then throw 5 dice each. Whoever gets most skulls wins the
Rattle. Yōkai Touched wins any ties. If there is a tie and none of the tied is Yōkai
Touched then ties reroll until there is a winner.
4. Losers must pay ante (usually 1gp) to continue playing.
a. If a player rolls all five shields they may continue playing without anteing.
b. If a player rolls all five blanks they must pay double the ante (usually 2 gp)
to continue playing.
c. Players may opt to Drop Shield and Run before the next Hurl, and simply
bow out leaving their previous antes behind.
5. Winner is determined after five Rattles:
a. Two players, best of 5 Rattles wins the pot.
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b. Three or Four player; best of 5 Rattles wins the pot. If there is a tie for first
Yōkai Touched (one with the Skull Token) wins. If none of the tied is the
Yōkai Touched then there is another Hurl for the win.
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Calendar

Each year is divided into exactly 10 months. Each month is divided into exactly 4 weeks.
Each week is divided into exactly 7 days. Hence there are 280 days in a year.
The first day of each of the first nine months is a holiday that celebrates the Spirit it is
named after. Rei doesn’t have a month but is usually celebrated by groups that revere
nature, for example Druids and Rangers, on the first day of Jūgatsu.
The first two weeks in Jūgatsu are spent preparing for the Celebration of Ju. The
celebration of Ju starts with a huge gift exchanging party on Oneday of the third week of
Jūgatsu and the celebrations continue throughout the week. The forth week of Jūgatsu is
spent resting and preparing for the new year.
Months:
Common name

First Born name

Onemonth

Ichigatsu

Twomonth

Nigatsu

Threemonth

Sangatsu

Fourmonth

Shigatsu

Fivemonth

Gogatsu

Sixmonth

Rokugatsu

Sevenmonth

Shichigatsu

Eightmonth

Hachigatsu

Ninemonth

Kyūgatsu

Tenmonth

Jūgatsu

Days:
Common name

First Born name

Oneday

Ichiyōbi

Twoday

Niyōbi

Threeday

Sanyōbi

Fourday

Shiyōbi

Fiveday

Goyōbi

Sixday

Rokuyōbi

Offday

Reiyōbi
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Seasons:
Common name

The Firstborn name Begins the first day of

Spring (2 months)

Haru

Ichigatsu

Summer (3 months)

Natsu

Sangatsu

Fall (3 months)

Aki

Rokugatsu

Winter (2 months)

Fuyu

Kyūgatsu

Religion
The Ju (a.k.a. The Ten, The Great Spirits):

Ten Great Spirits, differently aligned, that individually imbue Hahanarudaichi with a
balance of divine energy. Their divine energies are tightly knit with the magical energies
that suffuse Hahanarudaichi.
There is but one religion across Ailartsua; The Ju. Ten Great Spirits imbue
Hahanarudaichi with divine energy. The divine energy of each individual Spirit aids all life
that remains consistently faithful to the precepts of their matching alignment. This aid,
although customarily small, may turn the tide of great events.
How a mortal creature lives its life constantly molds and powers it’s own life energy.
When such a creature dies its energy joins that of the Spirit of the alignment they best
forged through life. The more a creature demonstrates its alignment in life the more
powerful this energy. The Ju therefore take notice and reward these stronger energies.
Most followers of any of The First Six Spirits respect followers of any of the The First Six
spirits, but live their life based on the tenets of their particular Spirit. The Spirits power is
ever-present so no one anywhere on Ailartsua doubts their existence or power.
Although Rei has no direct influence with sentient beings its indirect influence can
sometimes have the most beneficial or the most detrimental affects. Rei makes no distinction
between miniscule single celled protozoa or bacteria, rabbits, elephants, or enormous
megalodons. Those that show the strongest will to continue the species are the most noted by
Rei.
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Alignments as they Pertain to The Ju
Spirit Name

Alignment: General Tenet / Loyalties*

Ichi:

LG: All life is sacred / Race ≥ Immediate circle ≥ Allies ≥ Others

Ni:

NG: All life is sacred / Immediate circle > Race ≥ Allies > Others

San:

CG: Life is sacred / Immediate circle > Allies > Race > Others

Shi:

LN: All life is respected / Self > Race > Immediate circle ≥ Allies > Others

Go:

N: All life is respected / Self >Immediate circle > Race > Allies > Others

Roku:

CN: Life is respected / Self > Immediate circle > Allies > Race > Others

Shichi:

LE: My Life is sacred / Race > Self > Allies > Immediate circle > Others

Hachi:

NE: My Life is sacred / Self > Immediate circle > Allies > Race > Others

Kyū:

CE: My Life is sacred / Self ∞> Immediate circle > Allies > Race > Others

Rei:

Unaligned: Instinct driven; species must continue / Self > “Race” > Others

*Race= your particular society/region’s laws. Immediate Circle= family & friends.
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Kami

Kami are powerful spiritual forces that often take physical form. Their ties to The Ju are
stronger than any other beings. They wield the power of the spirits as effortlessly as we lift
a fork to eat.

Known Kami:

This list will grow as the campaign progresses.

Amaterasu:
Known as the Great Sun Spirit. She is one of the most powerful Kami that serves
Hahanarudaichi. She is Ichi’s Archkami.
Sarutahiko Okami:
He is the Grandson of Amaterasu. Known as the Great Earth Spirit. He is San’s Archkami.
Bishamonten:
Bishamonten is one of the Seven Lucky Kami. He is the protector of those who follow the
rules and behave appropriately. He protects the treasures of the Kami.

Yōkai

Yōkai are mischievous and occasionally malevolent lesser spirits that infuse the entire
world of Hahanarudaichi. Most consist of broken off energy from one of the Ju. Yōkai
motivations and actions tend toward the alignment of their source Ju. Some are energies of
deceased creatures that for one reason or another can’t join with the Ju. Although they
come in all shapes and sizes, they all possess the ability to shape shift. They can take the
form of almost any creature or inanimate object.

Known Yōkai:
This list will grow as the campaign progresses.
Bakeneko (The Cat Lord):
The most powerful of the cat like Yōkai. Bakeneko has evolved over the millennia and has almost
achieved Kami status.

Some abilities attributed to Bakeneko: Shapechanging, speaking in all languages, cursing
creatures, manipulating the dead, possessing creatures, and controlling packs of wolves. In
one popular tale, Bakeneko, desiring a particular prize, Shapechanged into a huge obese
Tabaxi to win a wrestling competition. The prize changes with the desired effect of the one
telling of the tale.
Nekomata:
Cat like Yōkai that typically access the Trickery domain and follow Ni, San, Go, Roku,
Hachi, and Kyū.
Tsukimono:
Tsukimono are exclusively animal spirits invading human bodies. Tsukimono usually
possesses characters only under extreme measures. For example as an act of revenge; a
character killing one of the Yōkai’s children or animals of its domain, or destroying its
home/haunting (accidently or purposefully). Occasionally they possess for more mundane
reasons, for example; a fox Tsukimono may want to eat a delicious pheasant meal it smells
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so it possesses the diner. The possession is always involuntary on the part of the possessed.
No one invites a Tsukimono into his or her body.
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Onikuma (Demon Bear):
A bear that has lived for a very long time and transformed into a yōkai. Onikuma
continue growing and reach sizes much larger than even the largest natural bears. They
walk on two legs and are large enough to carry off cows and horses, and can easily move
aside boulders than ten men could not budge.
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Money:

Gold, silver, and gems are the main currency across Ailartsua. An adventurer may
however occasionally come across a region with copper, shells, or other currency,
particularly if dealing with The Halted and/or The Outliers.
1gp=10sp
Gems:
Type

Worth*

Chocolate Diamond (brown)

10,000 gp

Diamond (clear)

5000 gp

Rose Diamond (pink)

1000 gp

Ruby (red)

750 gp

Sapphire (blue)

500 gp

Amethyst (light purple

250 gp

Emerald (green)

100 gp

Topaz (light green)

75 gp

Opal (purple)

50 gp

Turquoise (turquoise)

25 gp

Amber (yellow)

10 gp

Sunstone (orange)

5 gp

*Giant gems are worth twice the cost listed above.

General Costs
Travel:
Road Toll: 1 sp per person, 5 sp per wagon/cart without products or wares.
Gate Toll (Major City): 1gp per person, 5 gp per wagon/cart with produce or wares.
Land Transport: 1 sp/10 mile
Ship Transport: 1 sp/mile
Flying Mounts: 60’ 30 gp/day + feed | 80’ 50 gp/day + feed | 90’ 100 gp/day + feed
Flying mounts are paid for up front. They are enchanted to return to stable after paid for
time expires. They will also return if not fed every morning. Each Wyvern/Griffon requires
a fresh; goat, sheep, pony, small deer or equivalent.
Healing:
Healer’s Kit: 1gp for level 1-5 characters. 5gp for characters of levels 6 or higher (see
House Rules at end of document.)
Tithe: 1gp + cost of spell or potion per person.
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Living Expenses:
Inn (per day)

Meal

Flea-infested flophouse: 1sp

Bread and Broth: 1sp

Common: 5 sp

Bread, Cheese, Soup: 5 sp

Good: 1 gp

Bread, Cheese, Meat, Vegetable 1 gp

Excellent: 5 gp

Banquet (per person) 10 gp

Ale

Wine

Mug 1 sp

Glass 1 gp

Jug (6 mugs) 5 sp

Pitcher (6 glasses) 5 gp
Fine, bottle (6 glasses) 10 gp

Spell Material Components:
The cost for material components is 1gp x level of the spell per use for all spells with
material components.
Any spell with a material component will cost 1gp x level of the spell per use (hence
cantrips, 0 level spells are free.) There is an exception for any and all spells dealing with
bringing back the dead, for example: Raise Dead, Reincarnate, Resurrection, Revivify, etc.
All such spells add the written component cost listed in the Player’s Handbook.
It is understood that all required materials can be purchased at any community that is
town sized or larger. Rare materials may be hard to come by in smaller communities.
Lifestyle Expenses Per Day Between Adventures:
v Wretched 0sp
v Squalid 5sp,
v Poor 1gp
v Modest 3gp
v Comfortable 5gp
v Wealthy 10 gp
v Aristocratic ≥20gp
Services:
Untrained: 1gp +5sp/level per day= 5gp + 5sp/level per week
Professional: 5gp +1gp/level per day= 25gp + 1gp/level per week
Magic Item Costs:
Common:
Uncommon:
Rare:
Very Rare:
Legendary:

100 gp
500 gp
5000 gp
50,000 gp
500,000 gp+
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Potions and Oils:
Color of Contents

Name & Effect (Green shade=Effect automatically known)

~ Cost

Flasks (round) Red

Potion of Healing (2d4 + 2) [levels 1-5]

100 gp

Flasks (round) Red

Potion of Greater Healing; (4d4 + 4) [levels 6-10]

500 gp

Flasks (round) Red

Potion of Superior Healing; (8d4 + 8) [levels 11+]

5000 gp

Orange

Potion of Barkskin; AC can’t be less than 16 for 10 rounds.

500 gp

Orange/White

Potion of Climbing; 1 hour.

100 gp

Yellow

Potion of Minor Vitality; Removes one level of exhaustion.

100 gp

Orange/Yellow

Potion of Vitality; Cures any disease or poison and removes
exhaustion.

50,000 gp

Red/Orange/Yellow

Potion of Firebreath; Target within 30’, 4d6 fire damage, DC
13 Dexterity Save for half. 3 breaths or 1 hour.

500 gp

Green

Oil of Injury Poison; coats one weapon, ammunition, trap
component, and other objects that deal piercing or slashing
damage. One time delivery! A creature subjected to this
poison must succeed on a DC 13 Constitution saving throw,
taking 10 (3d6) poison damage on a failed save, or half as
much damage on a successful one.

100 gp

Green/Red

Potion of Resistance; Fire for 1 hour.

500 gp

Green/Yellow

Potion of Resistance; Lightning for 1 hour.

500 gp

Green/White

Potion of Resistance; Cold for 1 hour.

500 gp

Blue:

Potion of Waterbreathing; Can breath underwater for 1
hour.

500 gp

Blue/Orange

Potion of Invulnerability; resist all damage for 1 minute.

5000 gp

Blue/Yellow

Potion of Speed; Haste 1 minute.

50,000 gp

Blue/White:

Potion of Flying; 1 hour.

50,000 gp

Purple

Potion of Giant Strength; Hill Giant 21, 1 hour.

500 gp

Purple/Yellow

Potion of Giant Strength; Fire Giant 25, 1 hour.

5000 gp

Purple/White

Potion of Giant Strength; Storm Giant 29, 1 hour.

500,000 gp

Black

Oil of Slipperiness; Grease Spell 1 hour.

500 gp

Bottle Black/Yellow

Oil of Sharpness; coats 1 slashing or piercing weapon or 5
slashing or piercing ammunition. (+3 attack and damage for
1 hour).

50,000 gp

Bottle Black/White

Oil of Etherealness; Etherealness Spell 1 hour.

5000 gp
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Selling Items:
The table below is to be used as a base. DM will make adjustments depending on the
variables surrounding the location. Considerations: on a trade route, types of commerce,
current market, overall wealth, etc.
Village
Arms/Armor/Equipment
5%

Town
Arms/Armor/Equipment
30%

City
Arms/Armor/Equipment
50%

Art/Magic/Misc Sundries:

Art/Magic/Misc Sundries:

Art/Magic/Misc Sundries:

Payment upfront: 10%
or
Wait until sold: 30%

Payment upfront: 30%
or
Wait until sold: 50%

Payment upfront: 50%
or
Wait until sold: 80%

Time needed to sell:
Common: 7 + 1d6 days
Uncommon: 14 + 1d6 days
Rare: 21 + 1d8 days
Very Rare: 28 + 1d12 days
Legendary: n/a

Time needed to sell:
Common: 1d6 days
Uncommon: 7 + 1d6 days
Rare: 14 + 1d8 days
Very Rare: 21 + 1d10 days
Legendary: 28 + d100 days

Time needed to sell:
Common: 1d2 days
Uncommon: 1d6 days
Rare: 7 + 1d6 days
Very Rare: 14 + 1d8 days
Legendary: 21 + d100 days
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Travel Speeds
On foot
One Round (Tactical)

Effect

Speed

15 feet

20 feet

30 feet

40 feet

Slow

5 ft.

10 ft.

15 ft.

20 ft.

Walk

15 ft.

20 ft.

30 ft.

40 ft.

Dash

30 ft.

40 ft.

60 ft.

80 ft.

Can Stealth/Hide

-5 Perception

One Minute (Local)
Speed

15 feet

20 feet

30 feet

40 feet

Slow

50 ft.

100 ft.

200 ft.

300 ft.

Walk

150 ft.

200 ft.

300 ft.

400 ft.

Dash

200 ft.

300 ft.

400 ft.

500 ft.

Can Stealth

-5 Perception

One Hour (Overland)
Speed

15 feet

20 feet

30 feet

40 feet

Slow

½ mile

1 mile

2 miles

3 miles

Walk

1 miles

2 miles

3 miles

4 miles

Dash

2 miles

3 miles

4 miles

5 miles

Can Stealth

-5 Perception

One Day (Overland)
Speed

15 feet

20 feet

30 feet

40 feet

Slow

6 miles

12 miles 18 miles 24 miles

Walk

12 miles 18 miles 24 miles 32 miles

Dash

18 miles 24 miles 32 miles 40 miles

Can Stealth

-5 Perception

1000 miles:
Average Walk: At 24 miles per day, it takes 40 days.
Military Pace: At 40 miles per day, not so easy, but possible, it takes 25 days.
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Travel Speeds On Mounts/Vehicles
Mount/Vehicle

Crew

Passengers

MPH

Miles Per Day

Draft horse, Pony, Dog, Donkey, Mule: 40’, 9
hours/day plus two 1 hour rests (one every 3 hours)

1

4

36

Bear, Camel, Raptor: 50’, 9 hours/day plus two 1
hour rests (one every 3 hours)

1

5

45

Riding horse, War horse: 60’, 9 hours/day plus two 1
hour rests (one every 3 hours)

1

6

54

Cart or wagon

1

8

3

24

Airship

10

20

30

240

Galley (sailed and rowed)

80

4

32

Keelboat (rowed/poled, add current if applicable)

1

6

3

24

Long ship (sailed and rowed)

40

150

15

120

Rowboat (rowed)

1

3

3

24

Raft or barge (poled or towed)

1-4

1-10

1

8

Sailing ship (sailed)

20

20

10

80

Warship (sailed and rowed)

60

60

12

96

Hippogriff, Bat: 60’, 9 hours/day plus two 1 hour
rests (one every 3 hours)

1

6

54

Wyvern, Griffon: 80’, 9 hours/day plus two 1 hour
rests (one every 3 hours)

1

8

72

Nightmare, Pegasus: 90’, 9 hours/day plus two 1
hour rests (one every 3 hours)

1

9

81

1000 Miles on Horseback:
Riding or War horse: At 54 miles per day, it takes 18 days.
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Exhaustion Effects:
Level

Effect

1

Disadvantage on Ability Checks

2

Speed halved

3

Disadvantage on Attack rolls and saving throws

4

Hit point maximum halved

5

Speed reduced to 0

6

Death

Difficulty Classes:
Very Easy

5

Easy

10

Medium

15

Hard

20

Very Hard

25

Near Impossible

30

Mob Attacks:
D20 Roll Needed To Hit

Number of Attackers Needed For 1 To Hit

1-5

1

6-12

2

13-14

3

15-16

4

17-18

5

19

10

20

20
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Skill Checks:
Strength
Athletics

Intelligence
Arcana: including knowledge of; elemental
creatures, creatures of pure magic, arcane
creations, and creatures of other planes.
History: including knowledge of; goblins, kobolds,
orcs, and most other humanoid races play
significant roles in history.
Investigation
Nature
Religion: including knowledge of; deities, undead,
and other holy or unholy beings.

Dexterity
Acrobatics
Sleight of Hand
Stealth

Wisdom
Animal Handling
Insight
Medicine
Perception
Survival

Constitution

Charisma
Deception
Intimidation
Performance
Persuasion
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House Rules
Altitude Sickness:
At 8000 feet (2438 meters, 1.5 miles) individual characters must succeed on a DC 20
Constitution check or suffer an exhaustion level increased of 1. For every additional 500
feet and every 30 minutes of physical activity characters must succeed on a DC 14
Constitution check or suffer an exhaustion level increase of 1.
Cleaving:
When a melee attack reduces an undamaged creature to 0 hit points, any excess damage
from that attack might carry over to another creature within reach if the original attack roll
could hit it.
Disengage:
It is only possible to Disengage from a single target, and only if the target creature is
simultaneously in melee combat with other friendly creatures.
Encumbrance:
Based on size of objects not weight, within reason. No coin weight.
Healing:
Short Rest: Consume 1 healer’s kit (1 gp levels 1-5, 5 gp levels 6+) for every Hit Die
spent.
Long Rest: If bloodied; Regain all lost hit points but regain 0 spent Hit Die.
Inspiration:
DM may reward players with inspiration dice for especially entertaining and/or clever
roleplay, teamwork, and creative planning.
Leveling:
Leveling is milestone based.
Max Health when leveling.
Maneuvers:
Disarming attack: Held items do not include weapons (I know, right?)
Material Components for Spells:
The cost for material components is 1gp x level of the spell per use for all spells with
material components (hence cantrips, 0 level spells are free). It is understood across
Ailartsua that the entire party shares this cost with their casters. There is an exception for
any and all spells dealing with bringing back the dead, for example: Raise Dead,
Reincarnate, Resurrection, Revivify, etc. All such spells add the written component cost
listed in the Player’s Handbook. All required materials can be purchased at any town sized
or larger community. Rare materials may be hard to come by in smaller communities.
Shoving:
Not allowed unless target is grappled.
Underwater:
If creature doesn’t have swimming listed as its natural speed then all weapons are at a
disadvantage. Player characters must have the “Mobile” feat to avoid disadvantage.
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